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A ten-dimensional formulation of electromagnetic field theory, making use of first-order 
equations, is employed. Within the framework of this formalism, a general expression is 
derived for the quantum-electrodynamic scattering matrix taking into account the so-called 
Pauli interaction without introducing scalar photons. The free field longitudinal photon states 
are used in order to simplify the calculations of the transition probabilities for unpolarized 
light. 

IN an earlier paper by the present authors 1 a ten
dimensional form of the quantum theory of the 
electromagnetic field in vacuum was developed on 
the basis of the "generalized" first-order wave 
equation2 

(ypV'p + '(0) 1!J (x) = 0 

The wave function 1/J consists of the components of 
the potential 1/JJ.J- and of the field 1/Jpv = - 1/Jvp; Yp 
are the ten-dimensional matrices of the vector 
meson theory satisfying the Duffin-Kemmer alge
bra, while Yo is the projection matrix: 

(~ ~ ~ ~) 
Yo = \0 0 I 0 · 

0 0 0 I 

(1) 

The advantage of this approach is that scalar 
photons are automatically eliminated from the 
theory, and one does not have to impose on the 
wave function any restrictions associated with the 
Lorentz condition. States of right- and left-handed 
circular polarization appear naturally in the theory 
as the fundamental states of the photon. The 
second-quantized wave function of the electromag
netic field zf; and the conjugate function lf have the 
form 

1!J (x) = fhc (' d"!:_ ~ [cq (k) 'll(q) (k) eihx 
2:n: J V k0 q=o.±l 

\j) (x) = fhc ~ d"!:_ ~ [c+ (k) \j)Cq) (k) e-ihx 
Z:n: f k0 Q=O, ±I q 

(2) 

Here the operators cq ( k) and c~ ( k) satisfy the 
commutation relations 
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[cq (k), ct. (k')]_ = 6qq' 6 (k ~ k'), 

[cq (k), Cq• (k')L = [c;j(k),ct (k')L = 0, q,q' = 0, ±!. 
(3) 

The quantities zf;(q) ( ± k) are defined by the follow
ing formulas ( cf. reference 1 ) 

~'"' (±k) ~ ( ± ~ [h•)' ~(n( (±kl 
e-* 

( ± i fkxe*J ' 

. 0 ) 

~·::., (±k)~ C} 
~ = 1!J'1], 

\ =f ik4e* 

where 1J is the matrix of the bilinear invariant 
form 1: 

(/_ ~ ~ ~ ~) 
1]= 0 0 -1 0. 

0 0 0 I 

(4) 

(6) 

All the components of the vectors 1/J ( k ), with the 
exception of the first, are three-dimensional vec
tors in the notation of (4); correspondingly in the 
matrices 'Yo and 1) all the elements with the ex
ception of the first row and the first column are 
three-dimensional square matrices; k = ( k, k4 ) is 
the four-momentum of the photon, e and e* are 
three-dimensional complex "circular" vectors 
having the following properties 

[kxe]=ilkfe, [kxe*)=~i[k[e*, i e I= I. 

We shall need the commutation relations for the 
transverse part of 1/J ( x). By utilizing the methods 
employed previously3 and by taking into account 
the fact that the truncated minimal polynomial of 
the operator B ( k) = ikpYp + y0 for the transverse 
part of the electromagnetic field has the form 
S2 ( k) [ B ( k) - 1] 2, we obtain 
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X=x'-x". (7) 

Here S ( k) = ika I k l-1oabc'Yb'Yc is the projection 
operator giving the component of the spin along 
the direction of motion; 1 Oabc is the Levi-Civita 
symbol; a, b, c = 1, 2, 3; the prime indicates that 
only the transverse part of the function lf! (x) is 
taken. 

In order to obtain functions that are solutions 
of the Dirac equation, we shall use the general 
method described in reference 3. The Dirac equa
tion for the plane wave cp ( x) = cp ( p) exp ( ipx) 
takes the form 

(ip + x) cp (x) = 0, (8) 

where ]3 = p!J-{3/l; {3/J- are the Dirae matrices. The 
projection operator giving the component of spin 
along the direction of motion of the particle which 
commutes with ]3 has the form 

(9) 

The minimal equations for the matrices i]3 and u 
can be written in the following form: 

(ip + x) (ip- x) = 0, (cr + 1h) (cr - 1h) = 0. (10) 

Therefore, in accordance with reference 3, the 
projection operators corresponding to the four 
linearly independent solutions of equation (8) have 
the following form 

't~) (p) = (112 + cr) (x =t= ip) I 2x = ± cp(l) (± p) .~(1) (± p), (11) 

't~) (p) = (112- cr) (x =t= ip) 1 2x = ± cp<2l (± p) :{p<2) (± p), (12) 

where 7.j) = cp*{3 4 • Expressions of the form 
cp ( p) · 7.j) ( p) denote the dyads ( cp ;q; hk = cpi7.Pk· The 
vectors cp<O (p ), cp<3> (p ) are amplitudes of the 
plane wave cp ( x) = cp ( p) exp ( ipx) which de
scribes a free electron of four-momentum p, and 
correspond to the two possible components of spin 
along the direction of motion. Similarly, the vec
tors cp<1> (- p ), cp<2 > (- p) are the amplitudes of 
the plane wave cp ( x) = cp (- p) exp (- ipx) which 
according to Feynman4 can be used to describe a 
free positron of the same four-momentum and 
polarization. The following normalization holds3 

for the vectors cpCi) ( ±p) 

cp(i) (± p) cp(lt) (± p) = ± 6;k, (13) 

as can be easily verified directly by multiplying 
the operators T (p) when i ;-' k, and by evaluating 
their traces when i = k. 

The general solution of the Dirac equation can 
be represented as usual in the form of the three
dimensional Fourier integral ( cf., for example, 
reference 5 ) 

\' ;-
cp (x) = (2n:)-'/, J J/ ~ ~~.2 [a, (p) cp<r) (p) eipx 

+ b/ (p) cp(r) ( _ p) e-ipx]d3p, 

~ (x) = (2n:)-'/, ~ 1/ ~ ~ [a/ (p)qi(r) (p) e-ipx 
, Po r=l.2 

+ b, (p) ~(r) ( _ p) eiPX) d3p, 

where 
[a,(p), a~ (p')]+ = 6,,·6 (p- p'), 

[b, (p), b~ (p')l+ = 6,,·6 (p- p'), 

and all the other anticommutators vanish. 

(14) 

(15) 

The general relation obtained in reference 3 
immediately yields, with the aid of (11) and (12), 
the well-known commutation relations for cp (x) 
and 7.jj(x): 

x'- x" = x. (16) 

With the aid of the same formulas (11) and (12) we 
can very simply obtain the pairing of the operators 
cp ( x ) and 7.j) ( x). By utilizing the dyad notation we 
can write this relation in the form 

cp(x')·cp(x") = SF(x' -x") = T[cp(x')·qJ(x")] 

- N [ cp(x') · q; (x")], (17) 

where T and N are the symbols denoting the 
mixed and the normal products respectively, sF 
is the matrix operator of the pairing. On substi
tuting (14) into (17) and taking (11) and (12) into 
account we easily obtain the well-known expression 

SF (x)= - 1- (x-~ V' )\' eiP•e-ip,fx,/ J:_d3p (18) 
2 (2n )3 fL fL J Po • 

The ten-dimensional representation for the 
electromagnetic field functions enables us to gen
eralize the Lagrangian in a natural manner to the 
case of the interaction of the Pauli type. As is 
well known, the usual Lagrangian for the inter
action between the electromagnetic and the Dirac 
fields has the form 

(1) .-
Lint= - tecp (x) \jlp. (x) ~1"cp (x), (19) 

while the interaction Lagrangian of the Pauli type 
has the form 

Li~t = f iel;p (x) cji,"v (x) ~,.~v'F (x), (20) 
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where l is a real constant having the dimension of 
length. 6 

We introduce the ten-dimensional matrix vector 

r = (~ •• ~1· ~2. ~3· ~2~3• ~3~1· ~1~2· ~1~4, ~2~4, ~3~4). (21) 

Then, by combining (19) and (20) we can write* 

Lint= L~--;- Li~t= -ie-;p(x)[f(l-y0 -ly0)~(x)]cp(x). 
(22) 

By starting with the fact that the Lagrangian of the 
free electromagnetic field has in the ten-dimen
sional formulation the form 1•2 Lph = t/J ( x) ( 'Yp "i1 p 
+ Yo) l{J ( x) I 817" we can construct the Lagrangian 
for the interacting electromagnetic and electron
positron fields: t 
L (x) = (8rrt1 C/)(x) (ypVp + y0 ) ~ (x) + nc-;p (x) (~~'-V~'--:- x) cp (x) 

--+ ie~ (x) r ( 1 -lo -llo) ~ (x)cp(x) 

- ~ ie~ (x) Cj)(x) (I -10 + lj0 ) fcp (x). (23) 

In the classical case, we obtain from (23) by 
variation the following system of equations for the 
coupled fields: 

( 1" V ~'- + r 0) ~ (x) = 4rrie-;p (x) (I - 10 --'-- !1 0) frp (x), (24) 

(-\~v~"+lo)~(x) = 4c:ie~(x)f(l-y0 -lj0)cp(x), (25) 

(~ 1, \71, + x) rp (x) = (iejnc) I'( I -10 - lr 0) ~ (x) rp (x), (26) 

(~~-V 1, -x)-;p(x) =- (ie jnc)f (I- Yo -lr0)~ (x)-;p(x). 

~ (x) =(l-21oH (x), lo (1-lo) = 0, 

1~"= r~'-' I 1Jl-2ro) = -(l-2roh1~, 
(24) and (25) coincide. Equation (24) is equivalent 
to the second-order equations for the potentials 
with the only difference that in the right-hand side 
the Pauli current appears as well as the Dirac 
current. In particular, it follows from (24) that 

0 ~4 (x)- V4 (vf.L~f.L (x)) = - 4rrie {~ (x) ~4rp (x) 

-lv k [~ (x) ~4~krp (x)]}. (27) 

Equation (24) can be solved by utilizing the 
Lorentz or the Coulomb gauge for the potentials. 
Usually the Lorentz gauge is used for the poten-

*We note that 1 - Yo picks out the first four components of 
t/J, while Yo picks out the last six components. Therefore, all 
the terms in (22) have the same dimensions. 

twe note that because of the properties' of the function 
t/J (x) the following equation holds 

r (1 - "(o- ljo) <j; (x) = f (x) (1 - jo + ljo) r; 

so that the interaction terms in (23) are equal to Lint (x) in (22). 
In carrying out the variation t/J(x) and ~x) in (23) are regard
ed as independent. 

tials, and this causes, after second quantization, 
a subsidiary condition to be imposed on the state 
vector. The longitudinal and the scalar fields de
scribing the Coulomb interaction are then elim
inated with the aid of this condition ( cf., for 
example, references 7 and 8). In the final result 
the Coulomb field remains unquantized. The use 
of the Coulomb gauge enables us to avoid this pro
cedure, since the physical distinction between the 
transverse and the Coulomb fields is already ap
parent in the equations of motions themselves. 
Thus, the possibility appears of taking care of the 
Coulomb interaction in the classical theory with
out subjecting the field components describing this 
interaction to second quantization. 

Such an approach has been employed by Lip
manov9 to describe the ordinary Coulomb inter
action on the basis of a relativistic generalization 
of the Coulomb gauge. This generalization is 
associated with an arbitrary choice of the space
time surface, on which all the characteristics of 
the system (energy, momentum etc. ) are given in 
the Heisenberg representation. However, such a 
generalization of the gauge contributes nothing new 
to the construction of the scattering matrix. There
fore, we shall limit ourselves to taking the gauge 
in the form 

(28) 

as a result of which the Coulomb interaction is de
scribed only by the component l{J 4 ( x). 

As will be shown later, the choice of the gauge 
(28) allows us to take into account the "generalized" 
Coulomb interaction* already in the classical 
theory. This leads to the result that in the inter
action representation the operators of the electro
magnetic field obey a first order ten-dimensional 
wave equation whose solutions have been given 
earlier. 1 

On taking (28) into account, Eq. (27) goes over 
into an equation for the purely Coulomb part of the 
potential 

~~4 (x) = - 4rrie {q;-(x) ~4cp (x) -IV d~ (x) ~4~k'? (x)]}. (29) 

We break up the potential l{;4 (x) into two parts 
l/J4 ( x) and l{J'[ (x) which satisfy the following 
equations 

~~: (x) = 4rrielV k [tp (x) Mkff! (x)], 

~~= (x) = - 4rriecp (x) ~4cp (x). 

(30) 

(31) 

*The "generalized" Coulomb interaction, just as the or
dinary one, includes the Coulomb part of the interaction due to 
the Pauli terms. 
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We obtain the solution of these equations with the 
aid of the inv1.riant function :D(x) (cf., for exam
ple, reference 9). It has the form 

<ji~ (x) = - 4rciel I ()£)<;X- x') I , v\ [~ (x'H4~k'P (x')] d3x'' 
~ o x,=x, (32) 

y~ (x) = 4rrie ~ ()£) (~x-:- x') L,=x' qi (x') ~4tp (x') d3x', (33) 

where fJJ (x - x') is determined in our case by 
the relation 

flJ(x-x') = _i_\ k0- 3 sink (x - x')eik(x-x')d3k (34) 
(2tt)" ~ 0 0 0 • 

We define the transverse part of the wave function 
l/J (x) in the following manner: 

(35) 

Here lf!~v = lf!/.lv - lf!~v· where by definition lf!~v 
are expressed in terms of the Coulomb part of the 
potential l/!4: lf!k4 = -lf!k.4 = 'Vkl/J:f, l/Jk.n = 0. Then 
from (24) we obtain the following equation for 
l/J' (X): 

(r Vt-t+lo)<JI'(x)= 4rrieqi(x)(l-r0 +lr0)f'tp(x)-P(x). 
I" (36) 

Here r' differs from r by the fact that zero ap
pears in place of (34; P ( x) is a ten-dimensional 
vector of the following form 

( vv~ <f~ (x) ) 
p (x) = o . 

- v<f: (x) 

(37) 

We have thus obtained the equation of motion 
for the transverse part of the electromagnetic 
field, with a right-hand side completely determined, 
in accordance with (32) and (33), by the current due 
to the charged Dirac particles with anomalous 
magnetic moment. 

On going over to the quantum theory we define 
the canonical commutation relations for the func
tions cp ( x) and l/J' ( x) in the following manner 
[ cf. (7) and (16) ]: 

(3 8) 

[ r 4<f' (x, x0) ·~ (x', x0)] = 4rt7icS~r! (I - 1 k V k) o (x- x'), (39) 

where 

S = (V'k/VY' 2)0kzm'[11m• 

while the result of applying the operator 1/:.fV2 
to the function exp ( ik·x) is defined by the formula 

(I I v V2) eikx = eikx I ik 

( cf., for example, reference 7 ) . 
Since equations (36) contain subsidiary condi

tions, i.e., row-equations that do not contain the 
time derivative, the transition to the interaction 

representation cannot be carried out in the usual 
manner (c.f., for example, reference 10). 

In order to get around this difficulty we use the 
following procedure. We alter the Lagrangian for 
the interacting fields in such a way that on intra
due ing the interaction the subsidiary conditions 
remain unaltered. At the same time we require 
that the altered Lagrangian La ( x) should lead to 
the ten-dimensional equation for the electromag
netic field from which the former second-order 
equations for the potentials can be obtained. On 
taking this into account we can write 

La (x) = (8rrt1 ~ (x)(rv V v + lo) <ji (x) + nc;p (x)(~~" V /J. + x) 'P (x) 

+ -i- iel~(x) Rx+ -i- ielR (x) <ji (x) -{ ie~ (x) ~ (x) (I -Yo 

-t- lr0) fa'P (x)- + ieq) (x) fa (I - lo -lro) ~ (x) rp (x), 
(40) 

R(x)~ ( v,~rp,,(•l) (41) 

We note that from (40) we obtain the former 
equations (26) for the electron-positron field. By 
utilizing the previously described method of pick
ing out the transverse part of the electromagnetic 
field we obtain from La (x) 

('[" \7~-' + j 0)<jl' (x) = 4rtieql'(x)f~ (I- lo + lyo)tp(x) 

- P (x) ~ 4rrielR (x), (42) 

where ra. differs from ra by the fact that zero 
appears in place of (34 • After this the transition to 
the interaction representation for equations (26) 
and (42) with the aid of the commutation relations 
(38) and (39) presents no difficulty. The unitary 
transformation U (x0 ) which accomplishes this 
transition satisfies the equation 

inc dU (x0 ) j dx0 = ~ H (x) d3x · U (x0 ), (43) 

where H ( x) has the following form* 

H (x) = - ie~ (x) ~' (x) (I - lo + ly0 ) f~rp (x) + iel~ (x) R (x) 

- + ie~4 (x) ·? (x) ~ 4cp (x) 

+ -t iel\7 k<ji4(x) · ~ (x) ~1<~4 cp (x). (44) 

Since all the operators in (44) satisfy the free 
field equations: 

(r,~\,,-;-lo)<JI'(x)=O, (~I"VP-i z)rp(x)=O, 
(45) 

( -~,L ,,L -- l0) ~f (x) = 0, (~!-< v[L- x)1J (x) = 0, 

*All the terms in H(x) are normal products of operators 
taken in the interaction representation. 
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we can write H (x) in the following form 

H (x) = - ie-;;, (x) $' (x) rp (x) - 1- ie~4 (x) · 9 (x) ~4rp (x) 

+ + ielv k~l (x) ·~ (x) ~k~49 (x)-HelV' n (~k (x)·9 (x) ~k~ncr (x)), 

where the following notation has been introduced 
A ' y' (x) = r(l- ro -lru)f(x). (46) 

When H ( x) is integrated over all space the term 
ieZY'n [ 1/Jk ( x) ·o/ ( x) f3kf3ncp ( x ) ] disappears, and in 
constructing the scattering matrix we can utilize 
for H ( x) the following expref?sion 

where 

/Jph(x) ~ - ie~ (x) ~, (x) rp (x), 

Hc(x) = --%- iey4 (x) · 9 (x) ~ 4rp (x) 

+-%- ielV'k~4(x)·-;;,(x) ~k~4rp(x). 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

By utilizing (43) we find the following expression 
for the S matrix: 

- x (-i)n (' ~ S- ~ -n- ~ dx1 •• • dxnT {H (x1 ) H (x2)· .. H (xn)}. (50) 
n~u (1ir) n! 

Thus, with the aid of the foregoing procedure 
the S matrix is finally expressed in terms of 
quantities referring to the Lagrangian (23). 

The scattering matrix in the form (50) is not 
convenient for practical use since H (x) consists 
of two terms of the first and the second degree in 
terms of the Sommerfeld fine structure constant. 
However, it can be written in the form of a series 
in powers of e/&' by a method similar to that 
proposed by Lipmanov. 9 It turns out to be possible 
formally to introduce symmetrical pairings of 
photon operators, with the state function, as be
fore, not containing scalar photon states. Just as 
in the case of the usual scattering matrix, it is 
convenient in our case to use a graphical repre
sentation of the matrix elements. The part of the 
interaction operator Hph (x) is represented by the 
simplest graph ( cf., the figure, graph a) with the 
only difference that in the momentum representa
tion the end of the photon line corresponds, as will 
be seen from subsequent discussion, to the matrix 
'Yp + Y2iZ ('Yp k - krp) instead of to 'YJl· It can be 
easily shown that the graph corresponding to the 
Coulomb part of the interaction operator He (x) 
must contain four electron lines, while the photon 
line must connect two vertices (graph b in the 
figure). 

Therefore, it is convenient to deal with the 
Coulomb parts of the matrix element by consider
ing the sum of these parts and the corresponding 

a 

parts arising from the "pairing" of the photon 
operators l/J' (x). The summation of the pairings 
of the photon operators with the corresponding 
Coulomb parts is similar to that carried out in 
reference 9. We shall carry this out for the sum 
of the second order terms of the S matrix: 

S~~.= 2(~n?): ~ dx1 dx2T {[- ie-;;, (x1) ~~ (x1 ) rp (x1)] [- ie9 (x2) ~' 
~---------

(51) 

Since for the solution of practical problems we 
are interested in pairings of operators in convolu
tion with the matrix vectors r, it appears advan
tageous to take this fact into account from the out
set. Let us evaluate an expression of the following 
form 

F' (x- x') = $' (x) ... ~~ (x') = T [f' (x) ... f' (x')] 

- N [$' (x) ... $' (x')], (52) 

where the dots denote intermediate terms appear
ing in the scattering matrix, while the symbols T 
and N refer only to the operators appearing in the 
expressions 1/J' ( x). By utilizing the method em
ployed in reference 3, and on substituting (2) into 
(52), we obtain 

2nc (' "i\;1 , , 
F' (x- x') = (2 ttp j .LJ (~(q) (k) ... cji(q) 

q=±l 

>; (- k)) e -ik, I x,-x',Jeik (x-x') ~"t- . (53) 

Let us transform the quantities $< ±t) ( ± k), For 
example, on taking (4) into account we obtain 

~<+1) (k) = ~ + il [e~~~ (k2~2 + k3~3 + k4~4) 
+ e2~2 (k1~1 + ka~3 I k4~4) + es~s (k1~1 + k2~2 + k4~4)], 

(54) 

where the indices 1 - 4 denote the components of 
the vectors e and k; e = eaf3a. On adding to (54) a 
sum of terms of the form 

we obtain the expression 
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where k = kp/311. In a similar manner we obtain 
for the remaining expressions $(±1) ( ±k) the rela
tions 

~(±I)<± k) = e ±+a (ek -k e), 
4(+I) (± k) = e"* ± + il (e*k- ke*). 

Similar relations also hold for $<0> ( ± k ), 
where the vectors 1/J<O> (±k) describe the free 
field longitudinal photon states: 

(55) 

4(0) (± k) = k = k ± + il (kk - kk). (56) 

On substituting (55) into (53) and on taking into 
account the fact1 that e·e* + e*·e = 1- k·kjk2, we 
can write 

F' (x- x') = 4rr7ic {[~a+ { (~ V- V~a) ]· .. 

· · · [~o- { (~b V - ~~bl]} (1 - :!_,~;.) DF (x - x'). 
ab (57) 

Here ~ denotes {311'\111, while DF (X - x') is the 
well-known singular Feynman function. 

We write expression (57) as a sum of two 
terms: 

F' (x-x')=4;Jic{[~~>-+ +t (~" V-V~~>-)] ... 
X[~~>-- ft (~~-< V-V~")]} DF (x-x') 

- 4rtnc {[~4 + + l (~4v- v~4)] ... [~4-+ l (~4 v- v~4)] 

[ I ' ' ] + ~a + 2[ (~a V - V'~a) ... 

After some transformations, the first term of the 
sum can be rewritten in the form 

(59) 

By utilizing the equation of continuity for the cur
rent density we can show that the substitution of 
the second term of (58) into (51) leads to an ex
pression that cancels the second term of (51). 

Thus, if we formally define the pairing of the 
photon operators in convolution with the matrix 
vectors r by equation (59), then the expression 
for Sp2Jir may be written in the form 

S~2~r= 2\ (- :c y ~ dx dx'T {q; (x) 4' (x) 'P (x) · ~ (x') 4' (x') cp (x'), 
I I (60) 

where in contrast to formula (51) we have adopted 
a different notation for the pairing since it is de
fined in a different manner. From a comparison 
of (51) and (60) it follows that 

~: ~ dx dx'T [q; (x) 4' (x) p (x) · q; (x') ~~ (x') tp (x')] 
~ -

= ~: ~ dx dx'T [q; (x) 4' (x) rp (x) · q; (x') ~~ (x') rp (x')] 
I I 

+2i~HK(x)dx. (61) 

It may be easily shown that (61) holds also in the 
case when the left-hand side appears as an integral 
factor in the higher order terms of the S matrix. 

This enables us to draw a more general conclu
sion, viz., that the complete scattering matrix (50) 
is equivalent to the following expansion:* 

00 

$-n~o (- t;~-r n\ ~ dxi . .. ~ dxnT [q; (xr) 4' (xr) 

X rp (xi)·.·~ (xn) ~~ (Xn) rp (xn)]. (62) 

The equivalence should be interpreted in the sense 
that the matrix elements of S are obtained from 
the matrix elements of the right-hand side of (62) 
if all the pairings of the photon operators combined 
with r are replaced in them by expressions (59). 

For the solution of problems involving the elec
tromagnetic interaction of two different Dirac par
ticles the interaction Lagrangian is constructed 
from two terms of type (22). In this case the scat
tering matrix (62) assumes the following form 

+rp-;; (xi) <j>'~ (xi) Cfl2(xi)] ... 

· . · [q;l (Xn) ~~ (xn) Cflt (xn) + q;2 (xn) ~; (xn) rp2 (xn))}, (63) 

where the indices 1 and 2 carried by cp and cp indi
cate different types of Dirac fields, while the in
dices 1 and 2 carried by $' indicate different Pauli 
constants Z1 and Z2• 

The application of the matrix (62) to the calcu
lations of the Compton scattering by a proton, and 
correspondingly, the application of (63) to the calcu
lation of the M,6ller scattering of two different 
Dirac particles leads to the same results as Feyn
man's method. 

In the scattering matrix (62) only the transverse 
photon operators appear. In reference 1 in addi
tion to the transverse photon operators the free 
field longitudinal photon operators were also for
mally introduced. The longitudinal photon states 
need not have been taken into account, since the 
energy of these states is equal to zero. However, 
in the case when effects involving interaction with 

*The proof of this is completely analogous to the one given 
in reference 9, and is therefore not given here. 
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unpolarized light are being discussed all the cal
culations can be considerably simplified with 
their aid. It may be easily shown that just as in 
the case of the usual scattering matrix ( cf ., for 
example, reference 4) the 1/J<o> states do not give 
rise to any effects in real processes. In the mo
mentum representation the matrix element which 
corresponds to a transition from the state in which 
the electron has momentum Po to the state in 
which it has momentum PN + k, is of the form 

N 

By utilizing the dyadic notation and by taking (55) 
into account, we obtain 

I M+1l 2 + [ M_I[ 2 =~a~; (e·e* +e* ·e)ab· (67) 

On adding to (67) a term of the form 

I k [-2 [~a~; (k · k)ab- ~4rol:k!J, 

which in consequence of (65) and (56) is equal to 
zero, we obtain 

[ M+1l 2 +I M_l [2 = ~a~;(e·e* + e• ·e+ k · k/k 2)ab 

(68) 

Thus, the method of simplifying the calculation 
of the transition probabilities for unpolarized light 
proposed by Feynman4 is generalized in a natural 
manner also to the Pauli interaction. In subsequent 

+ ~(q) (k) IJ BiM ~(Po)· 
1=1 . 

(64) papers the method just presented will be applied to 
the calculation of different effects due to inter-

Here the quantities 1/Jj = 1/J(qj) ( kj) are the Fourier 
components of the electromagnetic field functions 
which represent the corresponding perturbing 
fields 

Ai = [z- i (pi+ k)J / [x2 +(pi+ k)2], 

Bi = (x- ip)f(x2+ Py), pi=p1_ 1+ki, 

and in the products II the factors are written from 
left to right in the order of decreasing j. In the 
matrix element the Fourier component of the per
turbing field 1/J(q) ( k) is specifically picked out. 
The terms of the sum in (64) correspond to graphs 
which differ from one another by the position of 
the photon line representing lf!(q} ( k). 

Let 1/J(q) ( k) correspond to the emission or ab
sorption of a longitudinal free field photon, i.e., 
q = 0. Proceeding in a manner analogous to that 
employed by Feynman, 4 it can then be easily 
shown that 

M 0 = 0. (65) 

This enables us to simplify considerably the cal
culation of the transition probabilities for unpolar
ized light. In this case the quantity I M+ 1 12 + I M _1 I 
is to be evaluated. We introduce the notation 

N-! 

~1-l = sP (p N + k) {$N IT A1~iAo~l'- ( 1 + ilk) 
]=! 

N-! N-1 N 

+ ~ $N II Ai~iAs~" (I +ilk) II Bj$j 
i=l 

s 
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Errata 

Volume No. Author page col. line Reads Should read 

10 5 Bogachev et 872 1 21 ±0.3 em ±0.7 em 
al. 

11 6 Gol'danskii 
et al. 1229 r Eq. (13) _ 1_ h _1 _ _h_ 

411"2 Me 411"2 Me 

1331 4 1 Ya 1 +~ r ... +4+ 2 ... + 4 cos 2 
12 2 Moroz and 

Fedorov 210 1 Eq. (7) 
sin k0x0 eikxdsk, ik0/) (k2) iRA d'/.; 

ko . . • f ko I e . 

212 1 Eq. (39) . . . = 4nnc •.. ... =- 4n1ic ... 

212-3 r-1 Eqs. (44) · .. +fie! Vk'P• (x) ... 
1 H 

... +2 ielvh'IJ4 (x) •.• 

and (39) 

213 r Eq. (51), 
line 2 

iel ~ 
·· · ~' Vm'IJdx) ... 

iel ~ • 
· · · 2 Vm'P4 (x) · · · 

213 r Eq. (53) -ik, I x,-x· I ik (x-Jt!) d8k 
.. • e • e k;· ih(x-x') d•k 

· · · e 2ni (k2 - if',) 

12 3 Nikishov 530 1 Eq. (10) (2) = _1_ In [Y1 - 1: . - Y• - ~] 
!1 2[3.\;: !11 + 1 -y2 + 1 

533 r Fig. 4 The dashed curve of Fig. 4 has been incor-
rectly calculated ( corrections to p, + scatter-
ing on electrons ) . Its value ranges from - 6 
to -8. 

12 1 Anisovich 72, 75 Eqs. (4a) } 2a (n+ + p- n + n+ + n+) ' a (n+ + p- n + n+ + n+) 
(4b), (11) 

5 " 948 Eq. (6) a (n- + p- n + n° + n") 2a(n- + p- n + 11° + n°). 




